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(R2) 13:55 PERTH, 2m 47y 

Supreme Fast Foods Maiden Hurdle (Class 4) (4YO plus) 

No Silk Form Horse Details Age/Wt Jockey/Trainer OR

1 4289-34 AN FEAR CIUIN (IRE) 76 (14F) D 
b g Galileo - Potion

7 11 - 2 B S Hughes
R Michael Smith

107

Jockey Colours: Yellow, red chevron, diamonds on sleeves and cap
Timeform says: Well exposed and, while he looked in reasonable form over hurdles earlier
in the summer, he shaped as if amiss on the Flat at Hamilton a couple of weeks ago.
(Forecast 10.00)

Notes: 

2 57459-3 COLWINSTON (IRE) 103 
b g Mustameet - Miss Jeanney

8 11 - 2t A E Lynch
Miss S Barkley

105

Jockey Colours: White and red stripes, red sleeves, white cap, red star
Timeform says: Posted another creditable effort when third in a Down Royal novice with
more depth to it than this last time, but he's well exposed and unlikely to live with Galvin.

 (Forecast 8.00)

Notes: 

3 3- THEPENSIONFUND (IRE) 228 
b g Big Bad Bob - Whizz

6 11 - 2 D R Fox
Miss Lucinda V
Russell

-

Jockey Colours: Royal blue and yellow diamonds, white sleeves, royal blue cap, yellow diamond
Timeform says: Encouraging third of 9 at Ayr on bumper debut (heavy) in January, travelling
well long way, and bred to go well over obstacles, so he's an interesting newcomer to this
discipline.  (Forecast 11.00)

Notes: 

4 6 EASTERN HARBOUR 29 
ch g Harbour Watch - Eastern Lily

4 11 - 1 Craig Nichol
L Kerr

-

Jockey Colours: Dark blue, red spots, dark blue sleeves
Timeform says: Bred for the Flat and, while he made a mildly encouraging hurdling debut at
Kilbegga for Henry De Bromhead, he's been sold cheaply since.  (Forecast 26.00)

Notes: 

5 11 GALVIN (IRE) 23 D 
b g Gold Well - Burren Moonshine

4 11 - 1 R Johnson
G Elliott

-

Jockey Colours: Dark blue and white diamonds, white sleeves, red cap
Timeform says: Unbeaten in a couple of bumpers, storming clear to win by a wide margin at
Limerick last month, so should have little trouble accounting for a rather modest bunch
switched to hurdling.  (Forecast 1.53)

Notes: 

6 GLOBETROTTER (IRE) 
ch g Helmet - Shimna

4 11 - 1 Henry Brooke
Julia Brooke

-

Jockey Colours: Black, yellow star, halved sleeves, yellow cap
Timeform says: Fairly useful on the Flat for James Tate at 3 yrs, but current yard haven't got
much out of him this term and pedigree doesn't really lend itself to hurdling, so probably best
watched.  (Forecast 34.00)

Notes: 
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TIMEFORM VIEW: GALVIN looked well-above average in bumpers and doesn't have much to beat
here, so he should be able to take his unbeaten record to 3 tackling hurdling for the first time.
Colwinston looks the main danger ahead of Thepensionfund, who is bred to take to jumping.
 
Timeform 1-2-3:  
1: GALVIN (5) 
2: COLWINSTON (2) 
3: THEPENSIONFUND (3)


